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ENCLOSURE 2

.'
.

SAFETY EVALUATION OF
ACCEPTABLE FIRE PROTECTION ITEMS

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE, UNIT 2
*

DOCKET NO. 50-368

1

SM0KE DETECTORS, SECTION 3.14
,

In the SER, it was our concern that in several safety related' areas the
fire detectors were not UL or FM listed and, therefore, may not provide

] adequate early warning fire detection.

By letter dated October 23, 1978, the licensee indicated that non-UL/FM
photoelectric type smoke detectors are presently installed in the following
areas only:

(1 The two diesel generator rooms,

All four electrical penetration rooms in the auxiliary rooms
Four electrical penetrations areas in the containment building
Four reactor coolant pump areas

'

The licensee has proposed to replace the non UL/FM fire detectors in these
areas with UL or FM approved detectors.

Based or the licensee's commitment provided by letter dated October 23, 1978,
2 to replace all non UL or FM detectors with UL.or FM detectors, we find the

licensee's oroposal meets the. recommendations of NFPA 72D and, therefore, is
acceptable. -

.:

REACTOR COOLANT ? UMP OIL COLLECTION SYSTEM, ITEM 3.18

In the SER, it was 'ur concern that a fire involving the reactor coolant
pump lube oil would present exposure fire hazards to other safe shutdown
systems inside containment.

By letter dated May 12. 1980, the licensee provided Information, including
drawings, of the RCP lube oil collection system. The information provided
indicates that the RCP lube oil collection system will provide protection
for all exposed areas of the lube oil system so that a leak or rupture of
the system'will be contained and drained to a safe location.

Based on our review, we conclude that the design of the oil collection system
is acceptable.
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ENCLOSURE 3
4

# SUMMARY OF STAFF REQUIREMENTS
.

TO RESOLVE OPEN ITEMS
ARKANSAS UNIT 2'

DOCKET NO. 50-368

Item 3.4 Protection of Redundant Cables in the MCC Room

In the ANO-2 Fire Protection Safety Evaluaticn Report, it was our
concern that a single exposure fire could impair redundant cables
in the MCC room. The licensee committed to provide fire barriers
or an insulating blanket and fire retardant coatings to prevent ~
damage by fire of cables for redundant diesel generators where
in proximity to each other,

By letter dated May 12, 1980 the licensee proposed to install
.

marinite board barriers and to coat the redundaot cables with a
fire retardant coating. The barriers would serve as a flame shield
and not enclose the cable trays. In our evaluation dated July 1,
1980 we informed the licensee that their proposed modification was
not acceptable. We informed the licensee that an acceptable modi-
fication would be the use of a one-hour fire rated. barrier totally
enclosing one of the divisions (not just the crossover point). In
addition, the licensee should provide sprinklers for the gen'ral
area.

Flame retardants and flame shields may not assure that one division
of safe shutdown cables remainsfunctional in the event of a fire
involving installed or transient combustibles.

To meet Section III, Paragraph G of the proposed Appendix R to 10'CFR,
the licensee should provide the following:

(a) Early warning fire detection capability
(b) Manual fire suppression capability
(c) Automatic fire suppression
(d) A'one-hour fire rated barrier totally enclosing one division

of the redundant safe shutdown cable

Item 3.5 Protection of Redundant Cables in the Hallway

In the ANO-2 Fire Protection Safety Evaluation Report, it was our
concern that ar. unmitigated fire could cause the loss of control of '

redundant safa shutdown systems in locations where these systems ,

cross. The ' licensee committed to provide either a deluge system |actuated by heat and smoke detectors, and coating of cables where '

redundant cables are in proximity, or coat all cables and provide
smoke detectors and a wet pipe sprinkler system.

By letter dated May 1, 1980, the licensee. proposed to provide a
deluge system activated by heat and smoke detectors and coat the
cables where redundant cables are in proximity of each other. In
our evaluation dated July 1, 1980 we informed the licensee that their
proposed protection of redundant cables was not acceptable. We informed
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the licensee that we do not consider cable coatings as a fire
rated enclosure and that when redundant cables are in need of pro-
tection against a single. fire exposure, a 1-hour fire rated barrier
totally enclosing one division (in addition to smoke detectors and
sprinklers)shouldbeprovided.

As part of our defense-in-depth philosophy, it is our position that
plant safety systems be designed so that a' fire that starts in spite
of the fire prevention program and burns for a considerable time in

i spite of fire protection activities will not prevent essential plant
4 safety functions from being perforned. Therefore, in the event that

the fire retardant coatings were the only fire protection feature
functional, they would not prevent the fire from damaging redundant
safe shutdown systems.

To meet Section III, Paragraph G of the proposed Appendix R to 10 CFR,
the licensee should provide the following:

(a Early warning fire detection capability
(b Manual fire suppression capability
(c Automatic fire suppression

.

(d A one-hour. fire rated barrier totally enclosing one division
of the redundant safe shutdown cable.

Item 3.7 Protection of Redundant Cables in the Switchgear Room

In the ANO-2 Fire Protection Safety Evaluation Report, it was our
conce'.a that an unsuppressed fire in the green switchgear room could
result in the loss of redundant safe shutdown equipment. The licensee

i committed to provide flame retardant barriers or cable coating in the
switc'igear rooms where redundant cables are in close proximity to each
other. The licensee has not responded to our concern.

I

The protection of safe shutdown capability for the switchgear rooms
should meet the requirements of Section III, Paragraph G of the pro-
posed Appendix R to 10 CFR 50.

.

Item 3.8 Protection of Redundant Cables in the Electric'al Equipment Room

In the ANO-2 Fire Protection Safety Evaluation Report, it was our
concern that due to the proximity of redundant diesel generator fuel
transfer pump cables in certain locations manual fire suppression may
not be adequate to prevent involvement of these cables should a fire
occur in this area. The licensee committed to provide a fire retardant
board to cover two cable trays where redundant diesel generator cables
are in proximity to each other.

By letter dated May 12, 1980, the licensee proposed to install a
marinite board barrier between the two cable trays housing redundant
diesel generator cables at the crossover point. In our evaluation
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dated July 1, 1980, we informed the licensee that their proposed
modification was not acceptable. We informed the licensee that,

an acceptable method to us was the use of a one hour fire rated'

barrier totally) enclosing one of the divisions (not'just the
-

crossover point . In addition, smoke detectors and sprinklers
i should be provided in the general area where cable barriers are

provided.

.The marinite board barrier would serve as a flame shield and would
not enclose the cable trays. The marinite barrier extends only 9"
beyond either side of the horizontal cable tray and, therefore, a-

'

fire could affect the redundant cable tray which rurs perpendicular
and is located 46 inches above the horizontal tray.

1 To meet Section III, Paragraph G of the proposed Appnedix R to 10 CFR,
the licensee should provide the following: .

1 (a Early warning fire detection capability
i (b Manual fire suppression capability'

(c Automatic fire suppression
i (d A one-hour fire rated barrier totally enclosing one division

of the redundant safe shutdown cable.

Item 3.9 Protection of Redundant Cables in the Lower Sc"+h Electrical Penetratior.4

Room
4

i In the ANO-2 Fire Protection Safety Evaluation Report, it was our
i concern that an unmitigated fire could result in the loss of jacket
'

cooling water valve cables for redundant diesel generators at
locations where these cables are in proximity to each other. TheF

' licensee committed to provide a fire retardant board barrier over the
i non-safety-related trays that present combustible pathways between

redundant diesel generator cables,

By letter dated May 12, 1980, the licensee propcied to provide a,

marinite board barrier in the two locations where non-safety-related
; trays present a combustible pathway between redundant diesel generator

cables. In oui evaluation dated July 1, 1980 we 'nforned the licensee-4

'

that their proposal was not acceptable. We informed the licensee that
i an acceptable method to us is a one hour barrier totally enclosing one

of the divisions (not just the crossover point). In addition, the.

'

licensee should provide sprinklers and smoke detectors in the general
area where cable barriers are provided.

'

The marinite board would form a flame shield to prevent an electrically
initiated fire in non-safety related cables from.affecting the redun-,

L dant diesel generator cables. However, in the event of a fire involv-
ing transient combustibles the marinite board would not prevent the
loss of redundant diesel generator cables which are located in close
proximity to each other.4
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To meet Section III, Paragraph G of the proposed Appendix R to
10 CFR; the licensee should provide the following: .

'

"

(a) Early warning fire detection capability
(b) Manual fire suppression capability
(c) Automatic fire suppresssioni

.

(d) A one-hour fire rated barrier totally enclosing one divi,sion
of the redundant safe shutdown cable.

Item 3.10 Protection of Safa Shutdown Cable In The Upper South Pipino Penetration
Hoom .

,

In the SER, it was our concern that a postulated fire in the upper south
i . pipe penetration area (Area 2084DD) could damage redundant safe shutdown

equipment. The licensee had committed to provide fire barriers where4

redundant safe shutdown cables cross common cable trays.
4

By letter dated January 15, 1979, the licensee indicated that no
modifications are necessary because the redondant cables are not routed in
proximity to each,other. The vertical separation between these cables is
approximately 9 feet. The horizontal separation is approximately 15 inches
at one point, with a metal barrier between the conduits at this location.

A metal barrier and metal conduits would not assure circuit integrity of
the redundant safe shutdown cables in the event of an exposure' fire. In
addition, the separation. distance between the redundant safe shutdown cables
is not adequate to prevert a single fire from affecting both divisions of
cable. Therefore, the fire protection for the redundant safe shutdown cables,
which consists of a metal barrier, metal conduit and separation, vi7uld not
provide adequate protection.

i

Based on our review, we conclude that the licensee has not separated redundant
safety related systems fro. each other so that both would not be subject to '

damage from a single fire. The licensee's proposed fire protection for this
area does not meet either Section D.l.(a)(2) of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1
or Section III G-3 of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50 and, therefore, ie not acceptable.
To provide adequate protection for the redundant cables iT this area the
licensee should provide the following:

(1) Early warning fire detection
(2) Automatic fire suppression

.

(3) A one-hour fire rated barrier totally enclosing one dividion of
redundant safe shutdown cable.

(4) Manual fire suppression capability
, .
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